
The Electromagnetic 
Spectrum 

•  Visible light is only a tiny fraction of the 

Electromagnetic Spectrum.  
•  Gamma rays, X-rays, UV light, visible light, 

infrared radiation, microwaves, and radio 
waves are all different manifestations of 
electromagnetic energy.  

•  The range in wavelengths typically 
encountered span a factor of 1014. 

•  All forms of electromagnetic radiation travel 
with the same velocity, the speed of light c. 



•  The Earth’s atmosphere is transparent to visible light, some infrared, 
and the radio.  It is opaque to UV, X-rays, and gamma rays. 

λ 	
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With very few exceptions, the 
only way we have to study objects 
in Astronomy is via the light 
they emit. 
 
So we need to collect photons, and 
detect them. 

Telescopes 



•  A telescopes magnifies sizes and makes objects 
much brighter than seen by the naked eye. 

Jupiter 

What a Telescope Does - Magnify 



What a Telescope Does - Magnify 

A telescopes magnifies the sizes of objects. 

Brick Wall, 150 meters away! 

200x  magnification	
 400x  magnification	


 (11 inch SCT Telescope) 



•  A refracting telescope uses a 
large lens to bring the light to a 
focus, as in Figure (a). 

•  A reflecting telescope uses 
curved mirrors to bring the 
light to a focus, as in Figure (b). 

2 General Types of Telescopes 



Refracting Telescopes use Glass Lenses 
Light Passing Through Glass 

•  Glass alters the path of light. 
•  A curved piece of glass can focus light. 
(Note: to form an image of something, you 

need to focus the light) 



A refracting telescope consists of a large, long-focal-length objective 
lens that collects and focuses light rays and a small, short-focal-length 
eyepiece lens that restraightens the light rays. The lenses work together 
to brighten, resolve, and magnify the image formed at the focal plane of 
the objective lens. Objects appear much brighter because all of the light 
entering the large objective goes into your eye. 

Refracting Telescopes – 2 Glass Lenses 



Refracting Telescopes – 2 Glass Lenses 



Refracting Telescopes 
Magnification increase with shorter focal length eyepieces 

Fixed in Telescope	
 Changeable 
by user	




  Problem with Refracting Telescope:               
  --Chromatic Aberration 

  This means that different colors are bent at different angles and thus do 
not come to a common focus in a double convex lens. 

Solution: A second lens is added to help with color separation.   $Expensive$ 



Telescopes Magnify 
•  Magnification is the number of times larger an object appears 

through a telescope than as seen by the naked eye 

Magnification = Focal Length of the Objective Lens or Mirror
Focal Length of the Eyepiece

 To calculate the magnification of the telescope, 

 For a f0=2.8 m objective lens (Our 11” telescope) and a fe=25 mm 
eyepiece, the magnification is  M = 280 cm/2.5cm ,    M = 112x  

! 

M =
f0
fe



•  A telescope’s main job is collecting photons.  
•  The light gathering power is proportional to the 

area of the mirror or lens.  The area of a circle is  

•  If you double the diameter of the lens, the light 
gathering power goes up 4 times. 

Telescopes Collect a Lot of Light 

eyes 

telescope 
objective lens 



•  The largest lenses that can be built 
have a diameter of about 1 m, 
and have very long focal lengths. 

•  A lens must be held by its edges, 
and large lenses sag under their 
own weight.  Also lots of light is lost 
in the glass. 

•  For these and more reasons, all 
modern telescopes use mirrors. 

Telescopes 



•  A refracting telescope uses a 
large lens to bring the light to a 
focus, as in Figure (a). 

•  A reflecting telescope uses 
curved mirrors to bring the 
light to a focus, as in Figure (b). 

Telescopes 



•  Using an objective mirror, plus some additional mirrors 
and lenses, light is collected and focused to a point. 

Newtonian Telescope 



•  Using an objective mirror, plus some additional mirrors 
and lenses, light is collected and focused to a point. 

*Cassegrain Telescope* 
(Oxford Telescopes) 



Celestron 8-inch NexStar 8SE Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope	


$1200	


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Gce5geTD98	

	

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADR0XzSGJFw	


Moon 1x: 
 
Moon 2x:  



Tracking the Moving Stars 

Altazimuth 
$ 

Equatorial 
$$$ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jByQ8T6nEPU	




•  Modern mirrors can be made thin.  
Their shapes are maintained using 
pistons under computer control. 

•  The Gemini telescope in Hawaii 
has primary mirror 8.1m in 
diameter. 

Telescopes 



These thin mirrors are cast 
in special rotating ovens.	


Telescopes 



•  Mirrors can also be made 
out of lots of smaller 
segments. 

•  The Keck telescopes in 
Hawaii have primary 
mirrors 10m in diameter! 

Telescopes 


